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Palestinian nationalism is the national movement of the Palestinian people for self-determination in and
sovereignty over Palestine. Originally formed in opposition to Zionism, Palestinian nationalism later
internationalized and attached itself to other ideologies. Thus it has rejected the historic occupation of the
Palestinian territories by Israel and the non-domestic Arab rule by Egypt over ...
Palestinian nationalism - Wikipedia
Nationalism is a political, social, and economic system characterized by the promotion of the interests of a
particular nation, especially with the aim of gaining and maintaining sovereignty (self-governance) over the
homeland.The political ideology of nationalism holds that a nation should govern itself, free from outside
interference and is linked to the concept of self-determination.
Nationalism - Wikipedia
Dear fellow Israeli citizens, Since the establishment of the State of Israel, we have longed for peace with our
Arab neighbors. We dream of a time when we will be able to devote our efforts and resources not to war and
survival but to growth and
An Israeli proposal for peace, including rehabilitation of
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